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What you can see by looking at the chart below on the Daily timeframe we
have been heavily bearish for a long period of time. This gives us an overall
bias at the markets and the movements we want to participate in.

Now from the daily timeframe  we look at the H4 timeframe to build a case
study for this trade idea in order for us to have as many confluences as we
can.
What you can see from the chart below is our current trading range (black
dotted line represents that). By identifying your trading range this tells you
where to look in the markets for potential reversal zones.



Now dropping down from the H4 timeframe to the H1 this gives us more
clear structure and shows us areas for the market to reverse from (POI)

In this case we have a H1 POI. This H1 POI is the candle that caused the
whole movement to break the most recent LL.
We can also see that this H1 POI has not been mitigated which gives us
the confluence that's needed.



Now having a case study from the Daily timeframe to the H1.
We have:

Daily directional Bias
H4 structure
H1 POI

We can now feel confident that price will react from our POI.

Once price reaches our POI we can then use LTF to continue building a
case study and take entries.



Price within our POI.

Now putting our attention to the lower time frames, the chart below shows
M15 bullish structure turning bearish from our POI. This is exactly what we
want to see from the POI we have.



I was confident to take entry from this M15 POI, as were now looking
bearish from the daily timeframe down to the M15, therefore all TF align,
and no need to use smaller timeframes.



Overall target was a 1:30RR

This target was based on structure, and wanting to to take the market back
to previous LL.

This trade didn't hit our full take profit but did do 1:23RR
By this point 80% parcials should have been made.
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